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Individual impurity atoms in silicon can make superb individual qubits, but it remains an immense
challenge to build a multi-qubit processor: There is a basic conflict between nanometre separation
desired for qubit-qubit interactions, and the much larger scales that would enable control and
addressing in a manufacturable and fault tolerant architecture. Here we resolve this conflict by
establishing the feasibility of surface code quantum computing using solid state spins, or ‘data
qubits’, that are widely separated from one another. We employ a second set of ‘probe’ spins
which are mechanically separate from the data qubits and move in-and-out of their proximity. The
spin dipole-dipole interactions give rise to phase shifts; measuring a probe’s total phase reveals the
collective parity of the data qubits along the probe’s path. We introduce a protocol to balance the
systematic errors due to the spins being imperfectly located during device fabrication. Detailed
simulations show that the surface code’s threshold then corresponds to misalignments that are
substantial on the scale of the array, indicating that it is very robust. We conclude that this simple
‘orbital probe’ architecture overcomes many of the difficulties facing solid state quantum computing,
while minimising the complexity and offering qubit densities that are several orders of magnitude
greater than other systems.
The code written for our numerical simulations is openly available online [1].
The problem of scalability remains one of the great
challenges facing the development of quantum comput-
ers. For classical information processing, the semicon-
ductor revolution enabled a spectacularly successful scal-
ing that has led to today’s highly complex consumer de-
vices. It is reasonable to hope that some of this vast
expertise could be fruitfully brought to bear on quantum
systems. An influential early paper exploring this pos-
sibility was written by Kane [2] in 1998. According to
this proposal, impurity atoms implanted in a pure silicon
matrix constitute the means of storing qubits. Opera-
tions between qubits would occur through direct contact
interactions between such spins, which necessitated an
inter-qubit spacing of at most nanometers (and therefore
a precision considerably greater than this) together with
exquisitely small and precisely aligned electrode gates to
modulate the interaction. This proposal proved highly
influential and progress toward realising it has been made
both through theoretical work advancing the architec-
ture [3] and at the experimental level, including impu-
rity positioning via STM techniques that have achieved
nanometer precision [4, 5]. However it remains extremely
challenging as a path to practical quantum computing.
Since 1998 there has been dramatic progress in under-
standing the representation and processing of quantum
information. Surface codes have emerged as an elegant
and practical method for representing information in a
quantum computer. The units of information, or logical
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qubits, can be encoded into a simple 2D array of physi-
cal qubits [6]. By measuring stabilizers, which essentially
means finding the parity of nearby groups of physical
qubits, errors can be detected as they arise. Moreover
with a suitable choice of stabilizer measurements the en-
coded qubits can even be manipulated to perform logical
operations. The act of measuring stabilizers over the ar-
ray thus constitutes a fundamental repeating cycle for
the computer and all higher functions can be built upon
it. Importantly, all the required parity measurement op-
erations can be made locally within a simple 2D array,
and various studies have established a high level of fault
tolerance – of order 1% in terms of the probability for a
low level error in preparation, control or measurement of
the physical qubits [7, 8].
In view of the power and elegance of the surface
code picture, one can now revisit the ideas of the Kane
proposal and reimagine it as an engine designed ‘from
the bottom up’ to efficiently perform stabilizer measure-
ments. This is the task we undertake in the present pa-
per. We find that one can abandon the need for direct
gating between physical qubits, and with it the need for
extreme precision in the location of impurities and the
equally challenging demand for electrical gating of qubit-
qubit interactions. This is replaced by a requirement for
parity measurement of groups of four spins, which we
argue can be performed by a simple repeating cyclical
motion. Crucially, we exploit long range dipole fields
rather than contact interactions, and we are thus able to
select the scale of the device according to our technolog-
ical abilities. Presently we show that the tolerances in
our scheme, i.e. the amounts by which dimensions can
be allowed to vary, can be orders of magnitude greater
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Figure 1: (a) The principle of the orbital probe parity mea-
surement: a probe spin comes into proximity with 4 data
qubits during one cycle. (b) Simplified schematic of a scal-
able device showing both that the probe layer and the data
qubit layer contain extended spin arrays (details of the their
relative positions are shown in Fig.3). Note here the probe
stage is shown as mobile while the data qubit stage is static;
but in fact either may move, it is their relative motion that is
key.
than those demanded in the Kane proposal. A further
advantage of our approach is that it requires active con-
trol of only the electron spins, rather than the nuclear
spins. These various advantages come with a new and
unique challenge: the device consists of two mechanically
separate parts, which are continually shifted slightly with
respect to one another in a cyclic motion. Deferring a full
discussion of practicality to later in the paper, here we
simply note that the requirements in terms of the surface
flatness and the precision of mechanical control are con-
siderably less demanding than the tolerances achieved in
modern hard disk drives.
We begin with a discussion of the physics of the parity
measurement process, before moving on to analyse the
robustness of the device against various kinds of imper-
fection. The essential elements of the scheme are shown
in Fig. 1(a). Spin-12 particles suffice for the protocol we
describe, and so we will restrict our analysis to this case,
however we do not foresee any basic obstacle to general-
ising to higher spin systems. In the figure, four spin- 12
particles referred to as ‘data qubits’ are embedded in a
static lattice. In practice these are likely to be electrons
bound to isolated donor impurities in silicon, which we
describe in more detail later. Meanwhile another spin- 12
particle is associated with a mechanically separate ele-
ment which can move with respect to the static lattice.
We assume this ‘probe spin’ is also electronic, for exam-
ple, either a different species of donor in silicon or an NV
defect centre in diamond. It will be necessary to pre-
pare and measure the state of the probe; as we presently
discuss, this might be achieved via spin-to-charge con-
version for donors in silicon or, alternatively, by optical
means for the NV centre. There are two key dimensions:
the vertical distance between a probe qubit and a data
qubit at closest approach, d, and the separation between
qubits in the horizontal plane, D. It is important that
d  D, in order that any interactions between the in-
plane spins are relatively weak. As we will discuss, the
optimal choice of dimensions varies with several factors
including the nature of the mechanical movement and
moreover the entire structure can be scaled in propor-
tion; but as an example, for one realisation of the system
d = 40 nm and D = 400 nm will prove to be appropriate.
For comparison, note that commercial disk drives can
achieve a 3 nm ‘flying height’ between read/write head
and platter. Given this setup, our goal is to measure
the parity of the four data qubits i.e. to make a mea-
surement which reports ‘even’ and leaves the data qubits
in the subspace {|0000〉, |1100〉, |0011〉, |0110〉, |1001〉,
|0101〉, |1010〉, |1111〉}, or which reports ‘odd’ and leaves
the four data qubits in the complementary subspace.
In the abstract language of quantum gates, building
a parity measurement is straightforward. The following
process is widely used in the quantum computing liter-
ature: we prepare an ancilla (the probe, in our case) in
state |+〉 = (|0〉 + |1〉)/√2 and then perform two-qubit
controlled-phase gate G = diag{1, 1, 1,−1} between the
probe and one of the four data qubits. We then repeat
this operation between the probe and each of the three
remaining data qubits in turn. Finally we measure the
probe in the basis {|+〉, |−〉}. The quantum circuit for
this parity measurement is shown in Fig. 2(c)(ii). If we
see outcome |+〉 then the data qubits are in the ‘even’
space, while |−〉 indicates ‘odd’. (This is easy to see by
reflecting that the ancilla state toggles |+〉 ↔ |−〉 when
it is phase-gated with data qubit in state |1〉, but it is
unchanged if that qubit is |0〉; thus the final state is |−〉
if and only if there have been an odd number of such
toggles.) Now in the present physical system, we can
perform an operation that is essentially identical to the
desired phase gate by exploiting the dipole-dipole inter-
action between the probe and the nearby data qubit. In
our scheme the separation between data qubits is at least
10 times greater than the probe-data separation, thus
the interaction of the probe and the three data qubits
to which it is not immediately proximal is three orders
of magnitude weaker and can be treated as negligible, to
an excellent approximation. Therefore the Hamiltonian
of interest that of two S = 12 spins, each in a static B
field in the Z direction and experiencing a dipole-dipole
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Figure 2: The physical process of parity measurement. (a) The probe and a data qubit move past one another and in doing
so a state dependent phase shift occurs. (b) We consider two ways in which the probe may move: abruptly, site to site, or
in a continuous circular motion. (c) The net phase acquired by a probe as it transits the cycle of four data qubits reveals
their parity, but nothing else. (i) Two equivalent circuits for measuring the Z-parity of four data qubits. Using U = S(pi/2),
as we propose and fixing the unconditional phases V on the data qubits is equivalent to (ii) the canonical circuit composed
of controlled-phase gates. Note that only global (boxed) operations are required on the data qubits and the X- and Z-parity
measurements differ only by global Hadamard operations. A full description of the noisy circuit is deferred to Appendix II.
interaction with one another, which is
H2S = µBB(g1σ
z
1 +g2σ
z
2)+
J
r3
(
σ1 ·σ2−3(rˆ ·σ1)(rˆ ·σ2)
)
.
Here r is the vector between the two spins, and rˆ is
the unit vector in this direction and J = µ0g
2
eµ
2
B
4pi . In
the present analysis we assume that the Zeeman energy
of the probe spin differs from the Zeeman energy of the
data qubit by an amount ∆ = µBB(g1 − g2) which is
orders of magnitude greater than the dipolar interaction
strength J/r3, a condition that prevents the spins from
‘flip-flopping’, as shown in [9]. Then in a reference frame
that subsumes the continuous Zeeman evolution of the
spins their interaction is simply of the form
S(θ) =
 1 0 0 00 exp(iθ) 0 00 0 exp(iθ) 0
0 0 0 1

=
(
cos
θ
2
)
I − i
(
sin
θ
2
)
Z1Z2.
(1)
where the expressions discard irrelevant global phases, I
is the identity and Z1, Z2 are Pauli matrices action on
the two spins respectively.
The condition that ∆ J/r3 will certainly be met if,
as we suggest, the probe and data qubits are of different
species. Suppose that the data qubits are phosphorus
donors in silicon, while the probes are NV centres in dia-
mond. The zero-field splitting of an NV centre is of order
3GHz, while there is no equivalent splitting for the phos-
phorus donor qubit; this discrepancy implies ∆ is more
than six orders of magnitude greater than J/r3 (the latter
being of order 0.8 kHz at r = 40 nm). A similar conclu-
sion can be reached even if the probe and data qubits are
both silicon-based, for example if each probe is a bismuth
donor and each data qubit is a phosphorus donor. Given
the hyperfine interactions strengths for phosphorus and
bismuth donors of 118MHz and 1475MHz respectively,
the typical minimum detuning between the two species
is nearly six orders of magnitude greater than J/r3. We
performed exact numerical simulation of the spin-spin
dynamics using these values, finding as expected that de-
viations from the form of S(θ) given above are extremely
small, of order 10−4 or lower.
For our purposes U = S(pi/2) is an ideal interaction:
it is equivalent to the canonical two-qubit phase gate G
(up to an irrelevant global phase) if one additionally ap-
plies local single-qubit gates V † = diag{1,−i} to each
qubit. Thus the desired four-qubit parity measurement is
achieved when the probe experiences an S(pi/2) with each
qubit in turn, followed by measurement of the probe and
application of V † to all four data qubits (see Fig 2(d)).
Our goal is therefore to acquire this maximum entan-
gling value of θ = pi/2 during the time that the two spins
interact. For the present paper we consider two basic
possibilities for the way in which the mobile probe spin
moves past each static data qubit; these two cases are
shown in Fig. 2(b). The first possibility is that the probe
moves abruptly from site to site, remaining stationary in
close proximity to each data qubit in turn. In this case,
we simply have θ = αt where α = µ0g
2
eµ
2
B
4pid3 i.e. the phase
acquired increases linearly until the probe jumps away.
The motion of the probe between sites is assumed to be
on a timescale that is very short compared to the dwell
time at each site; in practice this motion might be in-
plane or it might involve lifting and dropping the probe.
An alternative which might be easier to realise is that
the probe moves continuously with a circular motion
(since this corresponds to in-phase simple harmonic mo-
tion of the probe stage in the x and the y directions).
Because the data qubits are widely spaced, from the
point of view of a data qubit the probe will come in
from a great distance, pass close by and then retreat to a
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Figure 3: Three approaches to implementing the full surface code. (a) The probe stage is manufactured with an identical
lattice to the data qubits. In this approach all the X-stabilizer operations are performed in parallel, with the probes for the
Z-stabilizers made “inactive” by preparation in the |0〉 state. A global Hadamard is then performed on the data qubits. Finally,
the Z-stabilizers are all measured with the X-probes made inactive. The correction of the extra phase acquired by interaction
with inactive probes can be subsumed into the global Hadamard operations. If the time for a probe to complete one orbit is τ
then this approach takes 2τ to complete a full round of stabilizer measurements. (b) The probe stage has 1/4 the qubit density
of the data lattice. All probes are “active” (prepared in |+〉) throughout. A more complex probe orbit is required to achieve
this approach: here a “four-leaved clover” motion. This protocol has time cost ∼ 4τ per round. This is the approach simulated
to produce our threshold results. (c) The probe stage is manufactured with 1/2 the qubit density of the data stage. An abrupt
shift of the probe stage is required between the rounds of X- and Z-stabilizers. All probes are “active” throughout and this
method requires time ∼ 2τ per round.
great distance. The interaction strength then varies with
time; but by choosing the speed of the probe we can se-
lect the desired total phase shift, i.e. we again achieve
S(pi/2). The nature of the circular orbit has positive con-
sequences in terms of tolerating implantation errors, as
we presently discuss (see Fig. 5 upper panels versus lower
panels). However, our simulations indicate the continu-
ous circular motion does slow the operation of the device
by approximately a factor of ten as compared to abrupt
motion; therefore there is more time for unwanted in-
plane spin-spin interactions to occur (see Appendix IV).
To compensate we may adjust the dimensions of the de-
vice, for example choosing d = 33 nm with D = 700 nm
will negate the increase.
The analysis in this paper will establish that it suffices
for our device to have local control only of the probe
qubits, in order to prepare and to measure in the X, Y
or Z basis [53]. Global control pulses suffice to manipu-
late the probe qubits during their cycles, and moreover
the data qubits can be controlled entirely through global
pulses. With these building blocks we can meet the sur-
face code requirements of measuring four-qubit parity in
both the Z and the X basis. The surface code approach
to fault tolerance requires one to measure parity in both
the Z and the X basis. Crucially, both types of mea-
surement can be achieved with the same probe cycle.
The X-basis measurements differ from the Z-basis sim-
ply through the application of global Hadamard rotations
to the data qubits before, and after, the probe cycle (see
Fig. 3 rightmost). Note that the additional phases V †
required in our protocol are easily accounted for in the
scheme e.g. by adjusting the next series of Hadamard
rotations to absorb the phase.
However the surface code protocol does require that
the data qubits involved in X- and Z-basis stabilizers are
grouped differently. This can be achieved in a number of
ways; generally there is a tradeoff between the number
of probe qubits required, the time taken to complete one
full round of stabilizer measurements, and the complex-
ity of the motion of the moving stage. Three possible
approaches are detailed in Fig. 3. The fastest protocol
involves manufacturing identical probe and data grids.
This approach also has the simplest implementation with
regards to the mechanical motion of the moving stage:
it can be performed with continuous circular movement.
In this approach there must be a method of ‘deactivat-
ing’ probes which are not presently involved in the parity
measurements. This can simply be achieved by prepar-
ing these probes in the |0〉 states so that they do not
entangle with the data qubits, instead only imparting an
unconditional phase shift (the correction of which can be
subsumed into the next global Hadamard cycle).
The same ‘deactivation’ of probes also allows us the
flexibility to perform either three- or two-qubit stabi-
lizers should we wish to, or indeed one-qubit stabilisers
i.e. measurement of a specific data qubit. This can be
achieved without altering the regular mechanical motion
by appropriately timing the preparation and measure-
ment of a given probe during its cycle: it should be in
the deactivated state while passing any qubits that are
not to be part of the stabiliser, but prepared in the |+〉
state prior to interacting with the first data qubit of in-
terest. Probe measurement to determine the required
stabiliser value should be performed in the Y -basis after
interacting with one or with three data qubits, or in the
X-basis after interacting with two data qubits. Note that
the simple phase shifts induced by the ‘deactived’ probe
can either be tracked in the classical control software, or
negated at the hardware level by repeating a cycle twice:
once using |0〉 for the deactived probe and once using
5state |1〉.
Our simulations assume solution (b) from Fig. 3;
this solution divides a full cycle into four stages, but
has the considerable merit that it requires the fewest
probes and therefore the lowest density for the measure-
ment/initialisation systems.
The description above is in terms of ideal behaviour,
but we should consider a wide variety of defects and er-
rors in order to establish whether the device is realistic
with present or near-future technology. This includes not
only the imperfections in state preparation, measurement
and manipulation, but moreover also the systematic er-
rors that result from the spins occupying positions that
deviate from their ideal location. Given a full model of
these errors, we can determine how severe the defects can
be before the device ceases to operate as a fault tolerant
quantum memory: this is the fault tolerance threshold.
Presently we describe our numerical simulations which
have determined this threshold.
In obtaining these results, we had to tackle a number
of unusual features of this novel mechanical device. The
most important point is that we must suppress the sys-
tematic errors that arise from fixed imperfections in the
locations of the spins. Each data qubit is permanently
displaced from its ideal location by a certain distance
in some specific direction, and these details may be un-
known to us – what is the effect of such imperfections
on the idealised process of four-qubit parity measure-
ment described above? Our analytic treatment (see Ap-
pendix II) reveals that the general result is to weight cer-
tain elements of the parity projection irregularly. Specif-
ically, whereas the ideal even parity projector is
Pˆeven = |0000〉〈0000|+ |1100〉〈1100|+ ...+ |1111〉〈1111|
when the spins involved are misaligned then one finds
that different terms in the projector acquire different
weights, so that the projector has the form,
Pˆ ′even = A
(|0000〉〈0000| + |1111〉〈1111|)+
B
(|0011〉〈0011| + |1100〉〈1100|)+
C
(|0110〉〈0110| + |1001〉〈1001|)+
D
(|0101〉〈0101| + |1010〉〈1010|)+ Wˆ
where Wˆ is a set of lower weighted projectors on odd
states. Meanwhile, the odd parity projector, Pˆodd be-
comes Pˆ ′odd which is similarly formed of a sum of pairs;
each pair such as (|0001〉〈0001|+|1110〉〈1110|) has its own
weighting, differing from that of the other permutations.
Using these projectors to measure the stabilizers of the
surface code presents the problem that the error is sys-
tematic: for a particular set of four spins, the constants
A, B, C and D will be the same each time we measure an
‘even’ outcome. Each successive parity projection would
enhance the asymmetry. In order to combat this effect,
and effectively ‘smooth out’ the irregularities in the su-
peroperator, we introduce a simple protocol that is anal-
ogous to the ‘twirling’ technique used in the literature on
entanglement purification. Essentially we deliberately in-
troduce some classical uncertainty into the process, as we
now explain.
Suppose that one were to apply the imperfect Pˆ ′even
projector to four data qubits, but immediately prior to
the projection and immediately after it we flip two of the
qubits. For example, we apply XX11 before and after,
where X is the Pauli x operator and 1 is the identity.
The net effect would still be to introduce (unwanted)
weightings corresponding to A, B, C and D, however
these weights would be associated with different terms
than for Pˆ ′even alone; for example the A weight will be
associated with |1100〉 and |0011〉. Therefore, consider
the following generalisation: we randomly select a set of
unitary single qubit flips to apply both before and after
the Pˆ ′even projector, from a list of four choices such as
U1 = 1111, U2 = 11XX, U3 = 1X1X, U4 = 1XX1.
That is, we choose to perform our parity projection as
UiPˆ
′
evenUi where i is chosen at random. We then note
the parity outcome, ‘odd’ or ‘even’, and forget the i.
The operators representing the net effect of this proto-
col, Pˆ smootheven and Pˆ smoothodd are specified in Appendix II.
Essentially we replace the weightings A, B, C and D
with a common weight that is their average, but at the
cost of introducing Pauli errors as well as retaining the
problem that Pˆ smootheven has a finite probability of project-
ing onto the odd subspace. Analogously Pˆ smoothodd involves
smoothed out odd projectors, newly introduced Pauli er-
ror terms, and a retained risk of projection onto the even
subspace. However these imperfections are tolerable –
indeed they will occur in any case once we allow for the
possibility of imperfect preparation, rotation, and mea-
surement. Crucially, the ‘twirling’ protocol allows us to
describe the process in terms of a superoperator that we
can classically simulate. It is formed from a probabilis-
tically weighted sum of simple operators, each of which
is either Pˆeven or Pˆodd, together with some set of single
qubit Pauli operations, i.e. S1S2S3S4 where Si belongs
to the set {1, X, Y, Z}. In our simulation we can keep
track of the state of the many-qubit system by describ-
ing it as the initial state together with the accumulated
Pauli errors.
In practice it may be preferable to achieve an equiva-
lent effect to the Ui twirling operators without actually
applying operations to the data qubits. This is possible
since flipping the probe spin before-and-after it passes
over a given data qubit is equivalent to flipping that data
qubit, i.e. it is only the question of whether there is a net
flip between the probe and the data qubit which affects
the acquired phase. Therefore we can replace the proto-
col above with one in which the probe is subjected to a
series of flips as it circumnavigates its four data qubits,
while those data qubits themselves are not subjected to
any flips. Since we are free to choose the same i = 1 . . . 4
for all parity measurements occurring at a given time,
these probe-flipping operations can be global over the
device. In this approach the only operations that target
the data qubits are the Hadamard rotations at the end
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Figure 4: Our error model. (a) The imprecision in donor implantation within the silicon substrate is a systematic error;
it is the same on each pass of the probe. We model this as each data qubit being randomly misplaced according to some
distribution which will depend on the method used to manufacture the qubit arrays. Pictured here, a data qubit at a random
fixed position with uniform probability inside the blue pillbox. (b) We also include a random fluctuation in the field strength
of the dipole-dipole coupling, which we call “jitter”. This would correspond to random spatial vibration of the probe qubit, or
a random error in the timing of the orbit. This error occurs at each probe-data interaction independently. (c) Full table of the
additional sources of error that are considered in our simulations and the experimental state-of-the-art for each in doped 28Si.
In each case note that we select fidelities for our simulations which are comparable with those which have been experimentally
demonstrated. See Appendix I for more details of the error model. Note the experimental numbers for data qubit error are
computed from reported rates applied over 1.2ms, the cycle time given an abruptly moving probe and a 40 nm separation;
achieving the same rates for the circular orbit would require improved materials and/or a smaller separation.
of each complete parity measurement. This is an appeal-
ing picture given that we wish to minimise noise on data
qubits, and it is this variant of the protocol which we
use in our numerical threshold-finding simulations, the
results of which are shown in Fig. 5.
It is worth noting that in many real systems we may
wish to use a spin echo technique to prevent the probe
and data qubits from interacting with environmental
spins. In this case we would apply at least one flip to
the spins (both the data and probe families simultane-
ously) during a parity measurement cycle; fortunately it
is very natural to combine such echo flips with the flips
required for twirling. The time for the parity measure-
ment is thus not limited by the dephasing time T ∗2 , but
by the more generous coherence time T2 [54].
Before concluding our description of this protocol we
note that the idea of perturbing our system and then de-
liberately forgetting which perturbation we have applied,
whilst perfectly possible, will not be the best possible
strategy. We speculate that superior performance would
result from cycling systematically though the Ui choos-
ing i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2... over successive rounds; but for the
present paper is suffices to show that even our simple
random twirl leads to fault tolerance with a good thresh-
old.
Results of numerical simulations
We combined the protocol described above, whose pur-
pose is to smooth out systematic errors, with an error
model that accounts for finite rates of random error in
the preparation, control, and measurement of the spins
involved. The error model we employed is the standard
one in which, with some probability p, an ideal opera-
tion is followed by an error event: a randomly selected
Pauli error, or simple inversion of the recorded outcome
in the case of measurement. We specify the model more
precisely in Appendix I. In Fig. 4(c) we tabulate the par-
ticular error probabilities used in our simulations, which
are compatible with the values found in the literature for
phosphorus in 28Si. These values and possible methods of
implementing these operations are discussed at length in
the section “Practicality of the device”. The relative im-
portance of the different errors is explored in additional
simulations presented in Appendix III.
In addition to these sources of error we investigate
three particular models of the systematic misalignment
of the data qubits and two different forms of probe or-
bit. The uniform disk-shaped distribution of donors,
where error in the z-position of the donor is five times
smaller than the lateral positional error, might be the er-
ror probability distribution one expects of a more sophis-
ticated fabrication technique involving precise placement
of donor in a surface via an STM tip with layers of silicon
then grown over. The pillbox and normal distributions
might be more representative of the results of using an ion
implantation technique with very low or very high levels
of straggle respectively. More discussion of the merits of
these techniques can be found below under “Practicality
of the device”. The two probe orbits investigated can
be considered two limiting cases: a circular orbit will be
slower, with long transit times as the probe moves be-
tween data qubits in which nothing useful is happening,
but this can be implemented with simple harmonic mo-
tion of the probe (or data) stage; the abrupt orbit, in
which we imagine the probe jumps instantly from site
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Figure 5: Results of threshold-finding numerical simulations. A system has surpassed the threshold for fault tolerant represen-
tation of a logical qubit if, when the system size is increased, we increase the probability of storing that logical qubit without
corruption. Thus the crossing point of the lines reveals the threshold point. Lines from blue to red correspond to increasing
array sizes of 221, 313, 421 and 545 physical qubits. Figure 4(c) specifies the assumed error levels in preparation, control and
measurement of the probe qubits. The data in (a) & (d) are for the disk-shaped distribution shown in the inset – data qubits
are located with a circle of radius R in the x-y plane, and with a z displacement ±R/10. The data in (b) & (e) are for a pillbox
distribution, with a ratio of 2 : 1 between lateral and vertical displacement. In (c) & (f) the same 2 : 1 ratio is used, but with
a normal distribution where R is now the standard deviation. Each data point in the figures corresponds to at least 50, 000
numerical experiments. Decoding is performed using the Blossom V implementation of Edmond’s minimum weight perfect
matching algorithm [10, 11].
to site, is faster but likely more difficult to achieve with
micro-electromechanical systems.
Our threshold-finding simulation generates a virtual
device complete with a specific set of misalignments in
the spin locations (according to one of the distributions),
a specific probe orbit and the additional sources of error
details in Fig. 4(c). It tests this device to see whether
it successfully protects a logical qubit for a given period,
and then repeats this process over a large number of vir-
tual devices generated with the same average severity
of misalignments. Thus the simulation determines the
probability that the logical qubit is indeed protected in
these circumstances. By performing such an analysis for
devices of different size (i.e. different numbers of data
qubits) we determine whether this particular set of noise
parameters is within the threshold for fault tolerance – if
so, then larger devices will have superior noise suppres-
sion. Repeating this entire analysis for different noise pa-
rameters allows us to determine the threshold precisely.
The results are shown in Fig. 5, and are derived from
over six million individual numerical experiments.
The threshold results are shown in terms of qubit mis-
placement error as a percentage of the ideal probe-data
separation d. The use of the long range dipole-dipole
interaction means one can choose the scale of the de-
vice. On each plot we indicate the error tolerated for the
specific case of d = 40nm. These show an extremely gen-
erous threshold in the deviation in the positioning of the
implanted qubits, with displacements of up to 11.7 nm
being tolerable in the best case scenario Fig. 5(d). Thus
if donor qubits can be implanted with better accuracy
than these values over a whole device, which otherwise
operates with the errors detailed in Figure 4(c), we can
arbitrarily suppress the logical qubit error by increasing
the size of the qubit grid. We note that the continuous
motion mode leads to a higher tolerance than the abrupt
motion mode, as the smooth trajectory means a lower
sensitivity to positional deviations in the x-y plane.
Generalisation to quantum computation
8Figure 6: Example of how one could encode and process mul-
tiple logical qubits into a flawed array. Each white circle is a
data qubit; each green patch is a subarray representing a sin-
gle logical qubit. When we wish to perform a gate operation
between two logical qubits then we begin making parity mea-
surements at their mutual boundary, according to the lattice
surgery approach [12]. If a region of the overall array contains
multiple damaged or missing data qubits, we simply opt not
to use it (red patches). Note that in a real device the patch
structure would probably be several times larger in order to
achieve high levels of error suppression.
Our simulations have found the threshold for a quan-
tum memory using the surface code. It is conventional
to take this as an accurate estimate of the threshold for
full quantum computing using the surface code [13]. The
justification for this is non-obvious and we summarise it
here. Universal quantum computation requires a univer-
sal gate set. One such set is the Clifford group, aug-
mented by a single non-Clifford operation - often the ‘T
gate’ (the pi/8 rotation) is chosen. Computation then in-
volves, at the logical level, only the Clifford operations
and this T gate. A subset of the Clifford group can be
performed fault-tolerantly within the surface code, while
logical X and Z operations can actually be implemented
in software by updating the Pauli frame. Logical mea-
surement of {|0〉, |1〉} can be achieved in a transversal way
by simply measuring all the data qubits individually in
the block, and the CNOT is also transversal in the surface
code. The Hadamard gate is almost transversal - when
performed transversally the logical qubit is rotated, but
this rotation can be ‘fixed’ by a procedure of enforcing a
slightly different set of stabilizers at the boundaries [12],
which we would achieve through ‘deactivating’ probes as
required. To complete the Clifford group the so-called
‘S gate’ (pi/4 rotation) is required. Neither this nor the
non-Clifford T gate are directly supported in a surface
code-based device; they can be achieved by consuming
an additional encoded qubit in a magic state [14].
The fundamentally new element required for comput-
ing is therefore the creation of magic states. For our
purposes there are two issues to confirm: Can we make
such states within our architecture, and, does the need
to do so revise our threshold? Magic state generation
involves injection (mapping a single physical qubit to an
encoded qubit) and distillation (improving the fidelity
of such encoded states by sacrificially measuring some
out). The latter involves only Clifford operations (which
may include a previously distilled S gate), and there-
fore falls under the discussion in our previous paragraph.
Injection requires operations on individual data qubits
rather than the groups of four, but this is possible within
our constraint of sending only global pulses to our data
qubits: control of individual probe spins implies the abil-
ity to control individual data qubits and indeed to inject a
magic state [55]. Crucially, the purification threshold for
a noisy magic state is known to be much larger than that
for a surface code memory; indeed this threshold has just
been further relaxed in a recent study [15]. Ultimately,
therefore, the overall threshold for quantum computation
is indeed set by the memory threshold, as discussed by
the relatively early literature [13].
More generally, one can ask about how multiple qubits
should be encoded into a large array of data qubits, and
what the impact of flaws such as missing data qubits
would be on a computation. While a detailed analysis
lies beyond the scope of the present paper, approaches
such as lattice surgery [12] can offer one simple solution
that is manifestly tolerant of a finite density of flaws. The
approach is illustrated in Fig. 6. Square patches of the
overall array are assigned to hold specific logical qubits;
stabilizers are not enforced (i.e. parity measurements are
not made) along the boundaries except when we wish
to perform an operation between adjacent logical qubits.
Importantly, if a given patch is seriously flawed (because
of multiple missing data qubits during device synthesis,
or for other reasons) then we can simply opt not to use
it – it becomes analogous to a ‘dead pixel’ in a screen or
CCD. As long as such dead pixels are sufficiently sparse,
then we will always be able to route information flow
around them.
Practicality of the device
We now discuss the practicality of the proposed device,
in light of the robustness to defects that our simulations
have established.
Timescales and decoherence
First, we examine the operational timescale of the de-
vice: For the aforementioned probe - data qubit sepa-
9ration of d = 40 nm, the total interaction time for the
four S(pi/2) phase gates with the four data qubits is
tint = 2pid
3/J ≈ 1.2 ms. This stabilizer cycle time was
chosen because it is short enough to comply with the
coherence times of donors in silicon or the NV center
and long enough to avoid a significant operational lag
due to the finite operation speed of the stage (see be-
low). In the abrupt motion scenario Fig. 2(b)(i) with
negligible transfer times, this would allow an operation
of the device at about 1 kHz. In the continuous circu-
lar motion picture, a significant time is required for the
probe’s transfer between data qubits which slows down
the device by roughly a factor of D/d = 10. As noted
earlier and discussed in more detail in Appendix IV, the
consequent increased accumulation of unwanted in-plane
spin-spin interactions can be negated by varying the di-
mensions, for example to d = 33 nm, D = 700 nm. It is
also worthwhile to consider a hybrid mode of operation
with slow continuous motion in the vicinity of the data
qubits and fast accelerated transfers, as an approach that
could provide both fast operation and high positional er-
ror tolerance. We further note that – due to the 1/d3
dependence of the dipolar interaction – every reduction
of d by a factor of two allows eight times faster operation
frequencies. So, if manufacturing precision continues to
improve as seen in the past, this device should be readily
scalable to faster operations. In practice, D/d may take
a range of values and optimising it will be a trade off
between the smallest possible fabrication feature sizes,
the achievable translation velocities and the decoherence
time of the qubits.
Mechanics and device design
The prototypical mechanical system that enables me-
chanical motions with sub-nanometer positional accuracy
is the tip of an atomic force microscope cantilever. In
principle, an array of tips on a single cantilever could
incorporate the probe qubits and a cyclic motion of the
cantilever would allow the four qubit phase gates. Prac-
tical constraints such as height uniformity of the probe
tips, however, impose severe challenges on the scalability
of this approach up to larger qubit grid sizes.
A more viable mechanical system could be represented
by x-y translation stages realised by micro electrome-
chanical systems (MEMS). These devices are often man-
ufactured from silicon-on-insulator wafers and could ex-
ploit the uniformity of the oxide layer to achieve a high
homogeneity of the probe – data qubit separation d across
the grid. Various designs for MEMS x-y translation
stages have been put forward with travel ranges in the
10 µm range or higher [16–18] and positional accuracies
in the nm regime [19, 20], both meeting essential require-
ments of our proposal. The motion speed of these stages
is limited by their eigenfrequency and designs with fre-
quencies > 10 kHz [21] permit stabilizer cycle translation
times on the order of ∼ 100 µs.
Since the probe qubits need to be individually con-
trolled and measured, local electric gates are required.
There are two basic strategies depending on whether it
is the probe array or the data qubit array that is in mo-
tion (recall that either can selected as the moving part;
only the relative motion is significant). If the probe
stage is mobile, then it is necessary to deliver the elec-
trical contacts over the suspension beams at the side of
the probe stage, by selecting beam characteristics appro-
priately [56]. If however the data qubit grid forms the
movable stage, then there is no need for such bridging
since the data qubits are controlled purely through global
pulses. The control for the probe qubits in the static sili-
con stage below could then be written in the same process
as the probe spins themselves, relying on atomic-precise
fabrication of phosphorous impurity SETs and gates (see
below, [5, 22]).
Material systems
We next direct our discussion to the properties of the
proposed solid state qubit systems for this orbital probe
architecture, namely donor impurities in silicon, the NV
centers in diamond and divacancy centers in silicon car-
bide.
To achieve the aforementioned individual addressabil-
ity of the probe qubits, either probe spins could be in-
dividually Stark shifted into resonance with a globally
applied microwave source [23, 24], or, alternatively, mag-
netic field gradients could be applied to detune the indi-
vidual resonance frequencies within the probe qubit grid.
Most of these systems also exhibit hyperfine structure,
meaning that the transition energy between the |0〉 and
|1〉 state of the electron spin depends on the nuclear spin
state. This effectively results in two or more possible
‘species’ of qubits, each of which must be manipulated
by a microwave pulse of a different frequency. To per-
form the required qubit operations regardless of the nu-
clear spin state, we propose to use multi-tone microwave
pulses composed of all resonance frequencies of the dif-
ferent species. With this we can ensure that nuclear spin
flips - so long as they occur less frequently than the time
for a stabilizer cycle - do not affect our ability to imple-
ment the proposed protocol.
The following paragraphs discuss both the qubit per-
formance of these systems and the suitability of the host
material in MEMS applications.
a. Donors in silicon Due to advanced fabrication
processes and its excellent material properties, silicon
is the predominant material for the realisation of high-
quality MEMS devices. Furthermore, silicon can be iso-
topically purified to a high degree, which reduces the
concentration of 29Si nuclear spins and creates an almost
ideal, spin-free host system. Consequently, electron spins
of donor impurities, such as phosphorus, show extraor-
dinarily long coherence times of up to 2 s [25], thus en-
abling a very low data qubit memory error probability
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(sub 0.1%) over the timescale of a single parity mea-
surement of 1.2ms. If donors in silicon are employed as
the probe qubits, then initialisation and read-out of the
electron spin of single dopants could be performed us-
ing spin-dependent tunnelling to a nearby reservoir and
subsequent charge detection using SETs [26–28]. The
average measurement fidelity is reported as 97% with
read-out timescales on the order of milliseconds [57]. The
single qubit control fidelity for an electron spin of a sin-
gle P donor in 28Si in these devices has been reported
as 99.95% [29], which could be improved even further by
the use of composite microwave pulses (as in [30]). Fur-
thermore, it was shown in [28] that the decoherence time
of the qubit is not significantly affected by its proximity
to the interface and can reach values up to 0.56 s with
dynamical decoupling sequences.
The footprint of the required electronic components to
measure a single donor spin in silicon is typically on the
order of 200×200 nm2 and is thus small enough to achieve
qubit grid separations of D = 400nm. We note that if
the required measurement temperatures on the order of
100mK become difficult to maintain, due to actuation
motion and friction for example, then there are alterna-
tive optically assisted spin-to-charge conversion methods
which may allow for single spin detection at liquid helium
temperatures [31].
As shown by our threshold calculations, a key figure
for this scheme is the implantation accuracy required for
the probe and data qubit arrays. Ion implantation meth-
ods with resolutions approaching 10 nm can be achieved
using either e-beam lithography directly on the substrate
[32, 33] or nanostencil masks drilled into AFM cantilevers
[34]. For donors in silicon these approaches can be com-
bined with ion impact detection to ensure deterministic
single qubit implantation [35]. Another technique for sil-
icon is the STM tip patterning of a hydrogen mask and
the subsequent exposure to phosphene gas, which enables
atomically-precise (±3.8Å) phosphorus donor incorpora-
tion in all three dimensions [4, 5]. This accuracy is more
than an order of magnitude below our calculated thresh-
olds of Fig. 5 and the challenge remaining is to maintain
this precision over larger qubit arrays.
b. Diamond nitrogen-vacancy centers The
electron spin qubit associated with the nitrogen-vacancy
(NV) defect center of diamond features optically ad-
dressable spin states, which could be manipulated even
at room temperature. By using resonant laser excitation
and detection of luminescence photons, fast (∼ 40 µs
[36]) and reliable (measurement fidelity of 96.3% [37])
read-out of single NV center spins could be employed
for the probe spin measurement and initialisation [58].
The coherence times in isotopically purified diamond
samples (T2 = 600ms at 77K using strong dynamical
decoupling [38]) are long enough to allow millisecond
long stabilizer cycles and individual probe control using
a global microwave field is similar to donors in silicon
possible using electric gates and the Stark effect [39].
While the qubit operations possible in NV centers are
advanced, so far very few micro-electromechanical de-
vices have been realised using diamond. Among them are
resonator structures from single crystalline diamond-on-
insulator wafers [40] and from nano-crystalline diamond
[41]. In principle though, diamond possesses promis-
ing material properties for MEMS applications [42] and,
given further research, could become an established ma-
terial to build translatory stages.
The implantation accuracy for the NV center is deter-
mined by the ion beam techniques discussed above. The
most accurate method uses a hole in an AFM cantilever
and achieves lateral accuracies of ∼ 25 nm at implanta-
tion depths of 8±3 nm [43]. This precision is only slightly
below threshold of our scheme and it is reasonable to
hope that new implantation methods could meet the re-
quirements in the near future. Furthermore, we note that
the proposed grid spacing of D = 400 nm is well beyond
the diffraction limit for optical read-out (250 nm [44]).
Another critical factor for all NV centre fabrication
methods is the low yield of active NV centres per im-
planted nitrogen atom, which is typically well below 30%
[45]. Such a low yield would result in too great a number
of ‘dead pixels’ within the layout specified in Fig. 6 to
allow for the construction of a useful device.
While there are still significant challenges remaining to
an integrated diamond MEMs probe array, it is encour-
aging that the basic requirement of our proposed scheme,
i.e. the control of the dipolar interaction of two electron
spins by means of changing their separation mechanically,
has already been achieved. Grinolds et al. were able to
sense the position and the dipolar field of a single NV
centre by scanning a second NV centre in a diamond pil-
lar attached to an AFM cantilever across it — at a NV
centre separation of 50 nm [46].
c. Silicon carbide vacancy defects In addition
to NV centres, divacancy defects of certain silicon car-
bide (SiC) polytypes exhibit optically addressable spin
states suitable for qubit operations [47]. Furthermore,
SiC micro electromechanical devices [48] and the required
fabrication techniques have evolved in recent years, which
could open up the possibility of a material with both op-
tical qubit read-out and scalable fabrication techniques.
Some important aspects of qubit operation, however,
such as longer decoherence times (1.2ms reported in
[49]), single shot qubit read-out and deterministic de-
fect creation with high positional accuracy have yet to
be demonstrated.
Conclusion
We have described a new scheme for implementing
surface code quantum computing, based on an array of
donor spins in silicon, which can be seen as a reworking
of the Kane proposal to incorporate an inbuilt method
for error correction. The required parity measurements
can be achieved using continuous phase acquisition onto
another ‘probe’ qubit, removing the challenging require-
ment for direct gating between physical qubits. Through
simulations using error rates for state preparation, con-
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trol and measurement that are consistent with reported
results in the literature, we find that this approach is ex-
tremely robust against deviations in the location of the
qubits, with tolerances orders of magnitude greater than
those seen in the origin Kane proposal. An additional
benefit is that such a system is essentially scale inde-
pendent, since the scheme is based on long range dipole
interactions, so the dimensions of the device can be se-
lected to match the available fabrication capabilities.
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probe and the data qubits, which would reduce phase
gate errors from probe qubits that are too strongly cou-
pled to their data qubits. We note that the results of this
paper do not make use of this performance improving
technique.
[55] For example, suppose we set probes to |1〉 where
we wish to have a net effect on the adjacent data
qubits, and |0〉 elsewhere. Consider the sequence
Y (−pi/2)Z(−pi/8)S(pi/8)Y (pi/2), where Y and Z are
Pauli rotations both performed on all data qubits and
S is the probe-data qubit interaction, Eqn. 1. The net
effect on a data qubit is the identity when the probe is
in |0〉, but when the probe is |1〉 it constitutes a rotation
of X(pi/4) on the data qubit, where is X is the Pauli ro-
tation. This operation would take a data qubit from |0〉
to a magic state cos(pi/8)|0〉 − i sin(pi/8)|1〉 if-and-only-if
the proximal probe is in state |1〉.
[56] To circumvent wide beams to incorporate all control
leads, which would result in a large in-plane spring con-
stant for the stage motion, we suggest using a multitude
of thin beams. The spring constant of the beams for the
in-plane motion of the stage scale with the width cubed.
N thin beams of width w thus only increase the spring
constant by a factor of Nw3 compared to (Nw)3 in the
single wide beam case.
[57] Although the device is tolerates measurement errors quite
well, it should be noted that the read-out fidelity can be
further increased if, by the end of a stabilizer cycle, the
electron spin state is transferred to the nuclear spin [50]
from which it can then be measured with higher fidelity
up to values of 99.99% [28]. This advantage has to be
traded against the cost of a longer measurement time:
reported times of order 100ms are two orders of mag-
nitude slower than other timescales described here, al-
though faster readout of the electron spin with the help
of optical-assisted ionisation of the donor may improve
the timescale dramatically [31]
[58] The nuclear spin of 14N or of adjacent 13C may again be
exploited to enhance the measurement fidelity (99.6%
[51]).
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Appendices
I. ERROR MODEL
Aside from the permanent misalignment in the physical location of the probe and data qubits, which we discuss in
detail in the main paper, we must also account for random errors in the preparation, control and measurement of our
spin states. Each has an associated noise model.
1. Preparation of the probe state. This is modelled by assuming the probe is prepared in the ideal state and then
with probability pprep this state is subjected to a randomly selected Pauli X, Y or Z rotation. However since
our ideal state |+〉 is an eigenstate of X, only the latter two operations will be significant.
2. Controlled rotation of a spin (e.g. either a flip of the probe spin as part of the ‘twirl’ process, or a Hadamard
operation on a data qubit). With probability psingle the ideal operation is followed by a randomly selected Pauli
X, Y or Z rotation.
3. ‘Jitter’, i.e. random variations in the interaction between the probe and a data qubit, as opposed to the
systematic errors due to permanent misalignment. We assume that the actual phase acquired in the two-qubit
operation S varies randomly and uniformly between limits pi2 ± φe, and in our simulations we found we could
set φe = (0.044)pi2 , i.e. 4.4% of the ideal phase, before there was any appreciable impact on the threshold. We
therefore selected this level of jitter, as reported in the table within Fig. 4. The reason for this remarkable
level of tolerance is a quadratic relation between the unwanted phase shift (which is proportional to physical
imperfections such as, e.g., a timing error) and the actual probability of a discretised error entering the model.
The following text summaries the argument.
Consider first the simple bimodal case where phase pi2 + φb occurs with probability one half, and
pi
2 − φb occurs
with probability one half. The evolution of the quantum state can therefore be written as the ideal phase gate
S(pi2 ) followed by an error mapping ρ of the form
ρ → 1
2
S(φb) ρS
†(φb) +
1
2
S(−φb) ρS†(−φb)
=
(
cos2
φb
2
)
ρ+
(
sin2
φb
2
)
Z1Z2 ρZ1Z2 (2)
where Z1 and Z2 are Pauli operators on the probe and data qubit as in Eqn. 1. This is therefore equivalent to
discrete error event Z1Z2 occurring with probability sin2(φb/2) or approximately φ2b/4 for small φb.
If we now consider any symmetric distribution of possible phase errors, i.e. a probability density p(φ) of an
unwanted phase shift between φ and φ + dφ where p(−φ) = p(φ), then can can simply match positive and
negative shifts as above and integrate, so that our mapping is ρ→ (1− )ρ+ Z1Z2 ρZ1Z2 with
 = 2
∫ ∞
0
p(x) sin2(
x
2
) dx.
Taking our uniform distribution of phase error from +φe to −φe one finds that  ' φ2e/12 for small φe. With our
choice of a 4.4% jitter, i.e. φe = (0.044)pi2 , this corresponds to  = 4× 10−4 i.e. a very small 0.04% probability
of the Z1Z2 error event.
4. Measurement. We select a measurement error rate pm and then a particular outcome of the measurement,
q ∈ {0, 1} corresponds to the intended projection Pq applied to the state with probability (1 − pm) and the
opposite projection Pq¯ applied with probability pm. This noisy projector can be written:
Pq (pm) = (1− pm) |q〉〈q|+ pm|q¯〉〈q¯| (3)
In a refinement of this model, we can enter two different values of pm, one for the cause that j = 0 and one for
j = 1. This reflects the reality of many experimental realisations of measurement where, e.g., |1〉 is associated
with an active detection event and |0〉 is associated with that event not occurring (in optical measurement,
the event is seeing a photon that is characteristic of |1〉). Because of the asymmetry of the process, once
imperfections such as photon loss are allowed for then the fidelity of measurement becomes dependent on the
state that is measured, |0〉 or |1〉.
5. Data qubit error. We model decoherence of the data qubits that occurs during the timescale of a stabilizer cycle.
At the end of each round of stabilizer measurements each data qubit is subjected to a random Pauli X, Y or Z
error with probability pdata.
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A. Discretisation of errors
Our numerical simulations use the standard approach: we discretise errors into Pauli events that either do or do
not occur, with some given probability. Thresholds found in this way should accurately reflect the performance of a
machine in which errors have a more general form, including small coherent imperfections.
If two errors E1 and E2 are correctable with a certain code then every linear combination of these αE1 + βE2 with
α, β ∈ C is also correctable. The act of making a syndrome measurement will project into the state where either E1
or E2 occurred, and these errors are by definition correctable. As the Pauli operators form the basis of operators for
an n-qubit Hilbert space, the ability to correct Pauli errors of a certain weight allows us to correct all errors up to
that weight.
Errors associated with our active manipulations (initialisation, periods of interaction, control pulses, measurements)
are modelled as occuring at the time of that manipulation. Meanwhile it is convenient to model ‘environmental
decoherence’ on our data qubits, i.e. errors that are not associated with our active manipulations, by applying Pauli
errors at the end of each round of stabilizer measurements. In reality such effects can occur at any time; however the
consequences of any change to the state of a data qubit arise only once that qubit interacts with a probe. Introducing
errors discretely at a fixed time effectively accounts for the accumulation of error probability over the time the data
qubit is isolated (and this is the majority of the time: ∼ 98% for the circular orbit model). There will be a some
small decoherence effect during the probe-data qubit interaction, but even this is approximately captured by our
model. To see this we need only consider X-type errors since Z errors have no immediate effect – they commute
with the interaction S, see Eqn. 1. Then note that such an error gives rise to a superposition of two states equivalent
to “flip suffered immediately before the interaction” and “flip suffered immediately after the interaction”; subsequent
measurement of the probe collapses this superposition since the terms lead to different parity measurements.
II. STABILIZERS AS SUPEROPERATOR
To characterise the entire process of the stabilizer measurement we carry out a full analysis of the measurement
procedure including all sources of noise noted in the section above, and generate a superoperator from the result to
completely describe the action of the stabilizing measurement procedure.
S (ρ) =
∑
i=0
piKiρK
†
i (4)
This probabilistic decomposition describes the operation as a series of Kraus operators, Ki, applied to the initial
state with probabilities pi, which depend on the chosen protocol, noise model and the error rates. The leading
term i = 0 will have corresponding K0 representing the reported parity projection, and large p0. For the protocols
considered here, the other Kraus operations can be decomposed and expressed as a parity projection with additional
erroneous operations applied.
Consider a known deterministic set of phase errors over a 4-qubit stabilizer-by-probe. The probe and data qubits
mutually acquire phase through their dipole-dipole interaction. This interaction between probe and single data qubit
leads to the following gate
S(θ) =
 1 0 0 00 exp(iθ) 0 00 0 exp(iθ) 0
0 0 0 1
 (5)
where θ = pi/2 + δ(x, y, z) is a function of the position of the data qubit.
This means that after the probe has passed over one of the four qubits the state of the system is
|system〉 ∝
(
|0〉V aSa1 + |1〉 (iV aZa)S
′a
1
)
|data〉 , (6)
where V = diag{1, i}, Sk = diag{1, eiδk}, S′k = diag{eiδk , 1}, Z = diag{1,−1} and the superscripts {a, b, c, d} label
the data qubit on which the operator acts.
After the probe has passed four data qubits, each of which injects some erroneous phase δi onto the probe qubit,
the state of the system is proportional to(
|0〉Sd4Sc3Sb2Sa1 + |1〉ZdZcZbZaS
′d
4 S
′c
3 S
′b
2 S
′a
1
)
V dV cV bV a |data〉 . (7)
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We want to measure the probe in the |±〉 basis, the result of which will determine our estimate of the parity of the
data qubits. Rewriting Equation 7,
|±〉
(
Sd4S
c
3S
b
2S
a
1 ± ZdZcZbZaS
′d
4 S
′c
3 S
′b
2 S
′a
1
)
V dV cV bV a |data〉 . (8)
If measurement of the probe finds it in the |+〉 then we interpret this as an attempted even parity projection. We
neglect for now the unconditional phases V dV cV bV a. The actual projection we have performed on the data qubits is
Pˆ ′even = S
d
4S
c
3S
b
2S
a
1 + Z
dZcZbZaS
′d
4 S
′c
3 S
′b
2 S
′a
1
∝ c1 (|0000〉 〈0000|+ |1111〉 〈1111|) +
c2 (|0011〉 〈0011|+ |1100〉 〈1100|) +
c3 (|0101〉 〈0101|+ |1010〉 〈1010|) +
c4 (|0110〉 〈0110|+ |1001〉 〈1001|) +
is1 (|1110〉 〈1110| − |0001〉 〈0001|) +
is2 (|1101〉 〈1101| − |0010〉 〈0010|) +
is3 (|1011〉 〈1011| − |0100〉 〈0100|) +
is4 (|1000〉 〈1000| − |0111〉 〈0111|) .
(9)
This is clearly not a true parity projection, as different even parity subspaces P (i)even have different weightings ci, e.g.
c1 = cos
(
δ1+δ2+δ3+δ4
2
)
for P (1)even = |0000〉+ |1111〉 and there is some weight on projection onto odd parity subspaces
P
(i)
odd, e.g. s1 = sin
(
δ1+δ2+δ3−δ4
2
)
for P (1)odd = |1110〉+ |0001〉.
Consider the following protocol to smooth out this systematic error in our parity measurement: we randomly select
one of four patterns of X operators on the data qubits and apply it before and after the Pˆ ′even projector. We choose
from the set U1 = 1111, U2 = 11XX,U3 = 1X1X,U4 = 1XX1 to smooth the weightings ci and si of Equation 9.
The action of this protocol on the state ρ of the data qubits is thus,
P smootheven (ρ) =
1
4
[
(U1Pˆ
′
evenU1)ρ(U1Pˆ
′†
evenU1)+
(U2Pˆ
′
evenU2)ρ(U2Pˆ
′†
evenU2)+
(U3Pˆ
′
evenU3)ρ(U3Pˆ
′†
evenU3)+
(U4Pˆ
′
evenU4)ρ(U4Pˆ
′†
evenU4)
]
. (10)
The operations Ui have the effect of permuting the weightings of projecting into the different subspaces in Pˆ ′even. For
example U2Pˆ ′evenU2 has the same form as Pˆ ′even with the weightings redistributed according to the relabelling: 1↔ 2,
3 ↔ 4. Expanding out Equation 10 we find 16 ‘even’ terms P (i)evenρP (j)even, 16 ‘odd’ terms P (i)oddρP (j)odd and 32 ‘cross’
terms P (i)evenρP
(j)
odd. We add another level to our protocol, applying (1111) or (ZZZZ) with probability 1/2 to kill off
the cross terms.
We then find that it is possible to re-express P smootheven (ρ) as the probabilistic sum of perfect odd and even parity
projections, followed by Z errors on either one or two data qubits,
P smootheven (ρ) = ωevenPevenρPeven+
Γ1ZZ1P
1ZZ1
even ρP
1ZZ1
even +
Γ1Z1ZP
1Z1Z
even ρP
1Z1Z
even +
Γ11ZZP
11ZZ
even ρP
11ZZ
even +
∆Z111P
Z111
odd ρP
Z111
odd +
∆1Z11P
1Z11
odd ρP
1Z11
odd +
∆11Z1P
11Z1
odd ρP
11Z1
odd +
∆111ZP
111Z
odd ρP
111Z
odd ,
(11)
where the Kraus operators
PUaUbUcUdeven/odd = (UaUbUcUd)Peven/odd, (12)
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are each applied with a certain probability. Writing Equation 11 in terms of P (i)evenρP
(j)
even and P
(i)
oddρP
(j)
odd and equating
with Equation 10, we see that the probabilities can be expressed as in terms of the weightings ci, si as follows, ωevenΓ1ZZ1Γ1Z1Z
Γ11ZZ
 = 1
4
 1 1 1 11 −1 −1 11 −1 1 −1
1 1 −1 −1

 C1C2C3
C4

 ∆Z111∆1Z11∆11Z1
∆111Z
 = 1
4
 1 1 1 11 1 −1 −11 −1 1 −1
1 −1 −1 1

 S1S2S3
S4

, (13)
where C1 = 14
(
c21 + c
2
2 + c
2
3 + c
2
4
)
, C2 = 12 (c1c2 + c3c4), C3 =
1
2 (c1c3 + c3c4), C4 =
1
2 (c1c4 + c2c3),
S1 =
1
4
(
s21 + s
2
2 + s
2
3 + s
2
4
)
, S2 = 12 (s1s2 + s3s4), S3 =
1
2 (s1s3 + s3s4) and S4 =
1
2 (s1s4 + s2s3).
Defining Ci = cos( δi2 ) and Si = sin( δi2 ), the explicit forms of the resulting probabilities expressed as functions of the
phase errors δi are
ωeven = [C1C2C3C4 + S1S2S3S4]2
Γ1ZZ1 = [C1S2S3C4 + S1C2C3S4]2
Γ1Z1Z = [C1S2C3S4 + S1C2S3C4]2
Γ11ZZ = [C1C2S3S4 + S1S2C3C4]2
∆Z111 = [S1C2C3C4 + C1S2S3S4]2
∆1Z11 = [C1S2C3C4 + S1C2S3S4]2
∆11Z1 = [C1C2S3C4 + S1S2C3S4]2
∆111Z = [C1C2C3S4 + S1S2S3C4]2
We have thus shown that random application of one of a set of four unitaries before and after an ‘imperfect’ parity
projection Pˆ ′even can be expressed as a superoperator on the data qubits. This has the form of the probabilistic
application of ‘perfect’ parity projectors followed by Pauli-Z errors on subsets of the data qubits. When the phase
errors δi are small the most probable operation is the desired perfect even parity projection Peven with no errors.
This information on stabilizer performance then enables classical simulation of a full planar code array, and its fault
tolerance threshold can be assessed.
The above considers the superoperator for a noisy parity projection in our probabilistic protocol predicated on
obtaining the ‘even’ result when measuring the probe. A similar result can be derived in the case that the probe is
measured and found in the |−〉 state.
The erroneous odd parity projection in this case is thus
Pˆ ′odd = S
d
4S
c
3S
b
2S
a
1 − ZdZcZbZaS
′d
4 S
′c
3 S
′b
2 S
′a
1 (14)
Again randomly applying our four Ui allows us to derive a superoperator P smoothodd (ρ) in terms of perfect parity
projections and one- and two-qubit Z errors. This takes the form
P smoothodd (ρ) = ωoddPoddρPodd+
λ1ZZ1P
1ZZ1
odd ρP
1ZZ1
odd +
λ1Z1ZP
1Z1Z
odd ρP
1Z1Z
odd +
λ11ZZP
11ZZ
odd ρP
11ZZ
odd +
ζZ111P
Z111
even ρP
Z111
even +
ζ1Z11P
1Z11
even ρP
1Z11
even +
ζ11Z1P
11Z1
even ρP
11Z1
even +
ζ111ZP
111Z
even ρP
111Z
even
(15)
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where the probabilities are given by
ωodd = [C1C2C3C4 − S1S2S3S4]2
λ1ZZ1 = [C1S2S3C4 − S1C2C3S4]2
λ1Z1Z = [C1S2C3S4 − S1C2S3C4]2
λ11ZZ = [C1C2S3S4 − S1S2C3C4]2
ζZ111 = [S1S2S3C4 − C1C2C3S4]2
ζ1Z11 = [C1C2S3C4 − S1S2C3S4]2
ζ11Z1 = [C1S2C3C4 − S1C2S3S4]2
ζ111Z = [S1C2C3C4 − C1S2S3S4]2
A similar analysis can be applied to the three-qubit stabilizers which define the boundaries of the planar code. The
superoperators for these edge stabilizers are also expressed as perfect Peven and Podd projections followed with some
probability by one- and two-qubit Z errors.
III. EFFECT OF OTHER PARAMETERS ON THE THRESHOLD
In main paper we determine the threshold value of the required donor implantation accuracy, as this is the crucial
parameter for fabricating a large scale device. In doing so we fixed the errors associated with manipulations and
measurement of the qubits to values currently achievable in the experimental state-of-the-art. The threshold is in fact
a ‘team effort’: if we are able to reduce, for example, the measurement error then greater error in the other parameters
can be tolerated. The ‘thresholds’ we determined are thus single points in a vast parameter space. In this Appendix
we investigate further the effect that changing some of these parameters will have on the ‘donor implantation error’
threshold values determined in Fig. 5. Having made our code openly available we hope that the interested reader will
find it easy to make further investigations based on their own favoured parameter regimes.
Fig. 7 shows how the threshold value for qubit misplacement depends on other key error parameters. In each
graph one error parameter is varied while the others remain fixed to the values stated in Fig. 4(c). The simulations
and the resulting fits show that data qubit decoherence is a key source of error to minimise in comparison with
measurement and ‘jitter’ errors, at least in this region of the parameter space. Doubling the data qubit decoherence
in this regime will have a more deleterious effect on the tolerance of implantation errors than a similar doubling
of jitter or measurement error. However, the low rate of decoherence in donor qubits in silicon is one of the great
strengths of the system.
Interestingly, jitter errors (which corresponds to random fluctuations in the strength of the dipole interaction, which
one might envisage being due to random timing error) seem to be even more well tolerated than measurement errors,
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Figure 7: Variation in the qubit displacement threshold depending on a) data qubit decoherence; b) measurement fidelity
and c) jitter error. Each data point corresponds to a a full threshold simulation as shown in the insert to a). All data in this
figure are for the case of a “circular probe” orbit with “pillbox” distributed qubit positional errors. As such the red data points
correspond to the threshold result shown in Fig. 5(e).
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which are generally seen as one of the less crucial sources of error for surface code thresholds. One might imagine that
- in a future where donor placement is very far below threshold - characterisation of the device and individual control
of probe orbits might mean that the fixed misplacement errors can become random errors in how well we calibrate
our device to the misalignments. This would make ‘jitter’ the main source of error, as such it is encouraging to see it
is well tolerated.
IV. CONSIDERING THE ‘DIPOLAR BACKGROUND’
The simple of model of decoherence that we employ in our simulations can be improved to take in to account
correlated errors arising from the magnetic dipole-dipole interactions of the data qubits with each other. These will
lead to correlated pairs of errors occurring between the qubits, the probability of which decreases with the distance
between them.
In this appendix we investigate the more nuanced model of decoherence that incorporates errors of this kind. It
has already been shown in [52] that, despite the provable lack of threshold for these kind of errors in the surface
code, practically speaking they are tolerable in that they can be suppressed to a desired degree. In fact that paper
demonstrates that correlated pairs of errors whose probability decays with the square of the distance separating the
two qubits are well-handled, this is an even longer range interaction than the one considered here.
In Fig. 9. we show threshold plots similar to those presented in the main text and Appendix III which demonstrate
that the position of the threshold in terms of the qubit displacement varies slowly as we turn on correlated errors
on nearest- and next-nearest-neighbours in the data qubit array. Here we set data qubit decoherence as modelled
previously, that is as IID single qubit Pauli errors, to occur with a small but non-zero level p = 0.001, so that the new
correlated errors are the dominant effect for the data qubits. We leave other sources of error at the same level as in
the other reported simulations. We then apply correlated errors according to the following procedure.
The Hamiltonians of the dipole-dipole interactions between the data qubits is:
Hij =
J
r3
(
σi · σj − 3(rˆ · σi)(rˆ · σj)
)
.
We take an approximation that considers only one- and two-nearest neighbours, which comprise a data qubit and its
nearest eight counterparts. Depending on the orientation of the pairs and distance separating them their evolution is
governed by slightly different Hamiltonians. For example, the Hamiltonians describing a qubit 1 and its eight pairwise
interactions with its nearest and next nearest neighbour neighbours are:
H12 = H14 =
J
D3
(− 2XX + Y Y + ZZ),
H13 = H15 =
J
D3
(
XX − 2Y Y + ZZ),
and
H16 = H17 = H18 = H19 =
J
2
√
2D3
(− 1
2
XX − 1
2
Y Y + ZZ − 3
2
(XY + Y X)
)
,
where D is the distance between two nearest neighbour data qubits and the axes and qubit numberings are defined
in Fig. 8.
The period of time for which this coupling runs can be estimated as the time to complete a round of stabilizers
tstabilizer = κ 2pi
d3
J
where κ ∈ [2,∼ 80] is a parameter which reflects that in a slow orbit – such as the smooth circular motion, or
a protocol which requires a larger number of orbits per round of stabilizers – there is a longer time between the
completion of full stabilizer rounds. For example, an abrupt motion with 2 orbits required for a full round (i.e. one
for X parity measurements and one for Z parity measurtments) corresponds to κ = 2 and slow circular motion with
the same number of rounds corresponds to κ = 20.
The evolution of the data qubits and its neighbours in a short period of time according to such a Hamiltonian will
have the form
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Figure 8: A portion of a larger surface code, with nearest and next-nearest interactions labelled as used in our simulated model
of the ‘dipolar background’. To a good approximation the evolution of the data qubits due to their mutual dipolar interactions
is modelled by the interaction of nearest and next-nearest neighbour pairs. The distance between nearest neighbours is D, and
the axes are chosen such that nearest neighbours lie either on the X- or Y-axis.
U = exp(−i
 ∑
1NN,2NN
Hij
 t)|ψ〉 ≈
 ∏
1NN,2NN
exp(−iHijt)
 |ψ〉.
Taylor expanding and retaining the leading order terms, i.e. the errors on two-qubits, one obtains
|ψ(tstabilizer)〉 ≈
(
|ψ〉+ κ 2pi
(
d
D
)3
(aXiXj |ψ〉+ bYiYj |ψ〉+ cZiZj |ψ〉+ ...)
)
where a, b, c... are determined by the relative positions of the data qubits with relation to one another.
At each stabilizer measurement the state of the qubit pairs will be projected into one of the states corresponding to
either “no error” or one of the possible two-qubit errors with probability given by the square of its amplitude. We thus
model the dipolar background in a similar way to our other sources of error: we now inject correlated two-qubit errors
at the end of each round with the relative probabilities determined by the forms of Hij above. The new parameter in
our model is therefore pdip = (κ 2pi)
2 ( d
D
)6
.
We find that our threshold plots show the familiar behaviour, i.e a well defined crossing point, for the range of pdip
considered. To relate the values of of pdip investigated in Fig. 9 to our proposed device dimensions, consider an abrupt
orbit at the dimensions d = 40nm and D = 400nm discussed in the paper. Then pdip ∼ 0.016% which is comparable
to the rates investigated in the central plots for which we see only small variation in the qubit displacement threshold.
In the main text we suggest that for the slower circular orbits (i.e. increasing κ by a factor of 10) using the dimensions
d = 33nm and D = 700nm which will achieve the same pdip at the cost of a clock cycle approximately 10 times
slower. We note that in both the circular and abrupt cases our simulations show that when setting pdip = 0.04%,
larger than the values relevant to our proposed dimensions, the threshold in terms of qubit misplacement reduces by
approximately one tenth, still allowing generous tolerance of the scheme to fabrication error.
The probability of a two-qubit error decreases with 1r6 in this approximation, the results of [52] would suggest that
practical surface code quantum computation is certainly possible with such a class of error. Although the dipole
background can lead to correlated pairs errors occurring in distant parts of a logical qubit, as far as the code is
concerned these just appear as two single qubit errors which it tries to correct. The free-running dipolar coupling of
the data qubits does not cause the very damaging classes of error such as long chains or large areas suffering error,
which could corrupt the logical qubit more easily. Again see [52].
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Figure 9: Variation in the qubit displacement threshold as the dipolar coupling of the data qubits is turned on. All data in
this figure are for the case of ‘pillbox’ distributed qubit positional errors, as in Fig. 5(b) and (e). The upper three panels are
for an abrupt probe orbit, the lower three for a smooth circular orbit. The other sources of error are fixed to the same values as
in the main text of the paper as per Fig. 4, with the exception of data qubit decoherence which we now set to 0.1% to reflect
than in earlier simulations we had modelled this being due in part to these dipolar couplings.
